U.S.S. Ganymede – March 9, 1999

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede is docked at Starbase 112. The experimental tactical/security system upgrade has been removed and repairs have been made to major ship systems.

Kris:
Shore Leave privileges are terminated and the next duty shift is beginning in five minutes.

Kris:
The U.S.S. Ganymede will depart Starbase 112 in approximately 30 minutes en route to Federation communications buoy 4-gamma to receive mission orders.

Kris:
The nature of those orders is confidential, however, the U.S.S. Ganymede has received stock and supplies to conduct a long-term mission in a hostile area.

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>

CTOHebert:
:: Is at Tactical console, checking torpedo inventory ::

CO_Vid:
::On the bridge awaiting return of crew::

XO_Sirach:
::on the bridge in his chair::

OPS_Rhian:
::at OPS::  CAPT:  Cargo Bays Three reports ONREP complete.

FCO_Dario:
:: at Flight control panel, getting ready for departure ::

CMO_Cole:
@::in that antique store looking at various evil looking medical antiques::

EO_Cerdan:
::In quarters preparing for duty shift::

XO_Sirach:
::receiving a message from shipcleaning wondering why he has not been to his office since he got his promotion::

FCO_Dario:
:: checks IDF and SIF ::

CO_Vid:
::walks over to CTO and checks his progress::

CSO_Wilk:
@::looking around the lounge and rubbing his temples::

SB_OPS:
@ ::running over repair and supply lists to the U.S.S. Ganymede ::

CMO_Cole:
@::sighs and realizes he had better head back....::

Midge:
::on the docking bay, hiding in the cargo bay, watching the goings on::

XO_Sirach:
::amazed he has an office...sends a message back asking for a map to his office to be sent to his PADD::

CSO_Wilk:
@ Cole:  Let's blow this popsicle stand

CTOHebert:
:: nod :: Captain.

CO_Vid:
OPS: very well

CMO_Cole:
@::starts making his way towards the airlock...  fingering a bag of evil looking new implements::

CMO_Cole:
@CSO:  Shoreleave never seems long enough.. but I did get quite a few nice pieces to add to my collection....

FCO_Dario:
:: IDF/SIF are ok, checks WPS and IPS ::

CSO_Wilk:
@::follows Cole while looking around for his mother::

Enziri:
@::in lounge walking to Wayne's table::  Wayne:  I can help you with that headache  ::places her hands on his shoulders::

CO_Vid:
*Sirach*: Assemble all Senior staff on the bridge:

FCO_Dario:
:: WPS active, IPS active. Checks RCS ::

XO_Sirach:
To no one in particular: Wow, first I find out I have a chair...then an office...maybe next I'll discover my own quarters so I can move out of my old mini-one

CMO_Cole:
@~~~Well mother.... I’m leaving soon...  Take care of yourself....~~~

XO_Sirach:
*Vid* Understood

SB_OPS:
@*Cole* Doctor , could you come to the Station OPS office please ?

XO_Sirach:
*All Senior Staff* Report to the bridge, pronto

CSO_Wilk:
@Enziri:  Sorry, ma'am but it looks as though we have to leave

Midge:
::drops quietly down into an area without much personnel activity, and pokes among the cargo::

CMO_Cole:
@*SB OPS* Is something the matter?  I’m on my way to report to the Ganymede.... Ill be their shortly....

Enziri:
@~~~Marcus:  I was hoping to see you again before you had to leave~~~

EO_Cerdan:
*XO* Understood

FCO_Dario:
:: RCS thrusters are ok :: *Engineering* How are things going down there?

XO_Sirach:
::makes his way to the bridge::

CMO_Cole:
@CSO:  I have to go, ill meet you back aboard.

TO_Alex:
::checking inventory of weapons lockers::

CO_Vid:
::paces bridge::

SB_OPS:
@*Cole* I need signatures for a few items

XO_Sirach:
::walks onto the bridge before the rest of the crew::

CMO_Cole:
@~~~ I know, but that may not be possible ~~~

CSO_Wilk:
@Cole: All right

CMO_Cole:
@*SB Ops* On my way.

CO_Vid:
::Enters Ready Room and goes to credenza and opens drawer::

Midge:
::pokes around the packages labeled "Ganymede", and finds a loose opening on a container; peering inside, finds a space just big enough, and crawls in::

EO_Cerdan:
*FCO* Shift change in progress stand by.

CMO_Cole:
@*Ganymede* This is Doctor Cole to Ganymede,  I may be delayed.  Star Base operations wishes to speak to me.

XO_Sirach:
::follows CO to the ready room:: Vid: Vid, did you know I had an office? ::grins::

Enziri:
@Wayne:I'll walk you back to your ship then?  ::brushes his cheek with a quick kiss::

SB_OPS:
@::;sighs as he goes into another stack of paperwork ::

CMO_Cole:
@::walks into a TL :: TL:  Operations.

FCO_Dario:
*Engineering* Understood

XO_Sirach:
*CMO* Understood, make your way here ASAP

TO_Alex:
*CTO*: All weapons are accounted for on the ship. Sign out logs show what are not in storage.

CTOHebert:
:: chuckles as he hears Sirach ::

CSO_Wilk:
@::blushes and turns to Enziri with a little smile::

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters turbolift: ; Deck 1

FCO_Dario:
:: checks Deflector systems ::

Midge:
::pulls the closing shut behind her, and holds her breath, listening to the sounds around her hiding place::

Enziri:
~~~Marcus:  Please be careful darling and don't  do anything too drastic~~~

SB_OPS:
@::mumbles about the bean counters and their stupid forms ::

CTOHebert:
*TO* Understood, Is that shipment of extra phasers in the cargo bay, like I requested?

CMO_Cole:
@::Arrives at SB OPS::  SB_Ops:  Marcus Cole, reporting as ordered.

TO_Alex:
*CTO* I am told that they are still en route

Enziri:
@Wayne:  can I take that smile as a yes?  It's too bad your leave has been cut short.

CTOHebert:
*TO* ok, I will have the Starbase rush the order. Thank you, Hebert Out.

FCO_Dario:
:: checks hull integrity ::

SB_OPS:
@::looks up :: Cole: ahhh, Doctor this wont take long , certain items need a signature for the bean counters in the rear :: hands over forms ::

CSO_Wilk:
@Enziri: I don't see why not.  Shore leave always ends quickly it seems

CO_Vid:
*XO*: Is everyone aboard yet?:

CTOHebert:
Ops: Can you please contact the Starbase, and tell them I have not received my shipment of type II phasers yet...

EO_Cerdan:
::Steps onto bridge:: XO: Reporting as ordered.

TO_Alex:
::enters the inventory results into the ship's computer::

XO_Sirach:
*CO* Dr. Cole has been delayed on the SB

CMO_Cole:
@::glances up at forms::  SB_Ops:  This would seem to be more operations department.... But ::attaches signature::

Enziri:
@Wayne:  True they always do  ::places her arms around his neck::

FCO_Dario:
:: waits for orders ::

CSO_Wilk:
@::walks alongside Enziri making his way to the Ganymede::

CMO_Cole:
@SB_Ops: Anything further Sir?

CO_Vid:
*XO*: Get him back now.. even if you have to do a sit e to site:

SB_OPS:
@Cole: they are med supplies so , they require the CMO's signature ::shrugs :: tell you what stand next to that crate over there ::points ::

XO_Sirach:
*CO* Understood

Midge:
::gets a little bit bored, and starts poking around in the dark, feeling out what's around her::

CMO_Cole:
@::raises and eyebrow and moves next to the crate::

XO_Sirach:
*CMO* Ready to come back yet?

SB_OPS (Sound - Transporter.wav):
@::beams the CMO and supplies over ::

CTOHebert:
<COM> STBASE_Ops:

TO_Alex:
::makes his way to the cargo bay::

CTOHebert:
<COM> STBASE_Ops:  Thank you for beaming my phasers over.  Hebert out.

Kris:
ACTION: THE CMO AND SUPPLIES MATERIALIZE IN SICKBAY'S STORAGE.

SB_OPS:
@Comm: CTO: Chief ?

Midge:
::finds an object, picks it up, and turns it around and around, trying to figure out what it is::

CMO_Cole:
::steps off the Ganymede's cargo transporter::  *Sirach* I am aboard sir.

XO_Sirach:
*CMO* Good

XO_Sirach:
*CO* All are aboard

CSO_Wilk:
@::stops next to the docking port and turns to Enziri::

CO_Vid:
::leaves Ready Room with a small package::

XO_Sirach:
*Senior Staff* I repeat, all senior staff is to report to the bridge

Midge:
::accidentally pricks her finger on a sharp corner, and drops it, wincing at the sound it makes::

CMO_Cole:
::makes his way out of storage and heads towards sickbay::  *CSO* Get aboard now Wayne,  were leaving in about 50 seconds....

SB_OPS:
@::logs use of transporter and signature ::

XO_Sirach:
::notices CSO's absence::

CMO_Cole:
*XO* On my way.

XO_Sirach:
*CSO* Beam directly to the bridge

CSO_Wilk:
@Enziri:  Well it certainly has been a pleasure, ma'am

CTOHebert:
*TO* I believe the phaser's just arrived with the medical supplies, Run and get them from sickbay, then catalog them, Then lock them up.

CSO_Wilk:
*XO* Acknowledged, sir.  On my way

Enziri:
@::looks at Wayne:: Wayne:  I would have enjoyed getting to know you much better ::kisses him::  Yes, it has been a pleasure

CMO_Cole:
::walks into a TL:: TL: Bridge.

TO_Alex:
*CTO* Aye

SB_OPS:
@COMM: Ganymede OPS : OPS, I Have you slated for a  launch in two minutes ?

Midge:
::listens, and hears, after a bit, that she didn't attract any attention; decides its best to stay still and hold her curiosity::

CSO_Wilk:
@Enziri:  Take care ::smiles::

CO_Vid:
:: Looks around bridge ...not happy with the response time::

CMO_Cole:
::senses something:: ~~~Down mother....~~~

TO_Alex:
::changes direction and heads to Sick Bay::

CSO_Wilk:
*Ganymede* One to beam directly to the bridge

CTOHebert:
Captain: May I speak with you?

XO_Sirach:
::senses the Captain's displeasure...makes a note to discuss response time at the next officer meeting::

Enziri:
@Wayne:  keep yourself safe ::smiles::

CO_Vid:
CTO: in a moment Mr. Hebert:

CTOHebert:
:: nod ::

XO_Sirach:
*CSO* Beam on ::sets up beam for CSO::

TO_Alex:
::reaches sickbay::

Enziri:
~~~ Marcus:  You should learn to mind your own business Son~~~

CSO_Wilk:
::transports to the Ganymede bridge::

CMO_Cole:
::arrives on the Bridge:: XO:  LtJg. Marcus Cole reporting as ordered Sir.

EO_Cerdan:
::Walks behind tactical to stay out of way::

FCO_Dario:
XO: Flight control standing by, sir

TO_Alex:
::looks around for the phaser shipment::

XO_Sirach:
CMO: I suspect you have a good reason for being late?

CMO_Cole:
~~~ We're leaving now mother.... be safe...~~~

CTOHebert:
Cole:  Hey, The starbase put my phasers with your medical equipment,  I have someone down there now going through it.

CO_Vid:
XO: All present?:

CMO_Cole:
Sirach:  Starbase Operations Required my immediate presence.

XO_Sirach:
CO: Yes sir

TO_Alex:
::stops a passing MO::  MO: where are the supplies that just arrived?

XO_Sirach:
CMO: Understood

CSO_Wilk:
XO: Sorry, sir.  I had some...loose ends to tie up

CO_Vid:
XO: have them come to attention:

Enziri:
~~~Marcus:  You too, dear~~~

TO_Alex:
<MO> TO: Over there. ::points::

Midge:
::gets a little bit drowsy, and keeps nodding off::

TO_Alex:
MO: Thanks

XO_Sirach:
Senior Officers: Come to Attention!

CMO_Cole:
::snaps to attention at the rear of the bridge.... proper British military bearing::

CSO_Wilk:
::stands at attention::

EO_Cerdan:
::Snaps to attention::

CTOHebert:
:: stands at attention ::

XO_Sirach:
::stands at attention::

TO_Alex:
::starts to unpack the phaser shipment::

FCO_Dario:
:: pays attention ::

Midge:
::snaps herself awake::

CO_Vid:
ALL: Ens's. Hebert,Wilkinson,Cerdan front and center:

CTOHebert:
:: Walks to the center of the bridge ::

TO_Alex:
::COMs for more security to help move the phasers to storage::

EO_Cerdan:
::Steps from behind tactical::

CSO_Wilk:
::steps forward::

CTOHebert:
:: thinks I am in trouble now ::

CMO_Cole:
::a little grin spread across face, quickly snaps expression back to neutral::

EO_Cerdan:
::Now what::

CO_Vid:
FCO: Handle all SB COMM and prepare to embark:

CSO_Wilk:
::tries to recall recent events and wonders what he did wrong::

Kris:
<Rhian> *Station OPS* We're having some delays here.  We'll be departing in a few minutes.

Enziri:
@::walks back toward the merchant district::

SB_OPS:
_@COM: FCO : Roger

CO_Vid:
::Reaches into package and pulls out 3 pips:

Midge:
::doesn't hear anything but quiet, and decides to venture out::

FCO_Dario:
CO: Aye, sir

Kris:
<Rhian>  ::wondering why this guy thinks my name is "Roger"::

CTOHebert:
:: sees the Captain's actions ::

TO_Alex:
::follows the security detail with the last of the phasers::

CMO_Cole:
::senses that Michael is about to faint::

EO_Cerdan:
::Starts to tremble inside::

CO_Vid:
Mr.'s Hebert,Wilkinson and Cerdan You are hereby promoted to the rank of Lt. jg

CTOHebert:
:: starts to wobble ::

XO_Sirach:
::sees the pips, looks at the three officers that stand in front of him...and grins::

TO_Alex:
::security detail makes their way to weapons storage::

CO_Vid:
XO: Sirach do the honors please:

EO_Cerdan:
::Stifles a grin::

CSO_Wilk:
Thank you, captain ::smiles::

Midge:
::creeps out of her hidey hole, and stands cautiously, looking around::

CTOHebert:
:: feels legs get week ::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Gladly ::puts pips on the three officers::

CTOHebert:
Thank you, Sir. Thank you.

XO_Sirach:
Officers with new promotions: Congratulations

CTOHebert:
XO: Thank you, Sir.

EO_Cerdan:
::Glances at Mike::

CO_Vid:
LT Cole: Front and center:

CMO_Cole:
::pales and steps forward....::

CTOHebert:
:: looks at Tray from corner of his eye ::

XO_Sirach:
::watches as Cole steps forward::

EO_Cerdan:
XO: Thank you sir::

Midge:
::notices no one is around, and starts poking around the cargo bay::

CO_Vid:
::pulls out another pip:

CMO_Cole:
::wonders if his pulse is still there..::

CO_Vid:
Lt. Cole you are hereby promoted to Lt. 1st class:

EO_Cerdan:
::Steps back still at attention::

CMO_Cole:
::salutes proper English style:: Vid:  Thank you Sir.

TO_Alex:
::starts storing the phasers::

CO_Vid:
COLE: Welcome:

CTOHebert:
:: steps back to Tactical console and stays at attention, noticing his collar was a bit more heavy ::

Enziri:
@::walks into an antique shop to browse::

XO_Sirach:
::puts the pip on Cole's uniform:: Cole: Congratulations

TO_Alex:
::makes record of the phasers and enters the data into the ship's computer::

CO_Vid:
Lt. Sirach, front and center:

CSO_Wilk:
::leans over to Marcus::  Cole:  Dang! You're still beating me

CMO_Cole:
::steps back into the line::

XO_Sirach:
::walks in front of CO::

Midge:
::concentrates her attention on the wall surfaces and the room, and finds a panel, which she manages to pry away; notices it appears to be an environmental duct of some sort::

TO_Alex:
*CTO*: All new phasers are accounted for and stored properly

CO_Vid:
::Pulls out another pip:

CTOHebert:
:: turns around :: *TO* Affirmative, come to the bridge.

CO_Vid:
Lt. Sirach: you are hereby promoted to Lt. Commander:

Midge:
::grins to self; "Well, this should give me a good view of what's going on aboard this bucket."::

XO_Sirach:
CO: Thank you sir

CMO_Cole:
::feels a nearly irresistible urge to start clapping like a madman::

TO_Alex:
*CTO*Aye , on my way

TO_Alex:
::Makes his way to the nearest TL::

Midge:
::enters the duct, and pulls the covering back into place behind her; starts crawling::

EO_Cerdan:
::Applauds softly::

TO_Alex:
TL: Bridge

CO_Vid:
CTO: get internal security online and do a cursory sweep of the ship:

CTOHebert:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CO_Vid:
ALL: Dismissed and return to duty:

TO_Alex:
::exits TL::

FCO_Dario:
:: still at Flight control ::

XO_Sirach:
::stands there for a second...then snaps back into it::

CMO_Cole:
::takes a step back turns and returns to some semblance of normal bearing::

CTOHebert:
:: turns on the Tac system and inputs is to do an internal security sweep ::

TO_Alex:
CTO:Reporting as ordered, Sir

CMO_Cole:
::walks back into the TL and heads to sickbay to count up supplies::

EO_Cerdan:
::Steps into turbolift:: Deck 33.

CTOHebert:
:: nod :: TO:  I think it is time to power up the security system...

CSO_Wilk:
::turns to the science station and performs a preflight sensor analysis::

EO_Cerdan:
CMO: Congrats Doctor

TO_Alex:
CTO:Aye

CO_Vid:
FCO: Get orders from Starbase and get ready to leave spacedock:

CTOHebert:
*EO* Is the Tac. System ready?

XO_Sirach:
::walks down to main platform in front of the viewscreen::

FCO_Dario:
CO: Yes, Sir.

Midge:
::takes another turn, and another; finds a duct into a room, lots of fluctuating towers and such going on........  looks amazed::

CMO_Cole:
::Nods to the EO:: Cerdan: Congrats yourself... :;walks into the TL:: TL:  Sickbay.

TO_Alex:
::goes to console and starts tapping on it to bring up ship's security systems::

MO_Telia:
::leaves her quarters and quickly heads for the lift::self:  late again.  Dr. Cole is going to be furious.

EO_Cerdan:
*CTO* On my way there now LT.

CTOHebert:
<computer> Scan complete._r_nPost results, :: looks at them ::

FCO_Dario:
COMM: SB OPS: This is the USS Ganymede requesting clearance for departure, please acknowledge

Midge:
::sees lots of yellow Starfleet uniforms::

MO_Telia:
::enters TL::  TL: sickbay

SB_OPS:
@COM:Ganymede: You are cleared for departure, good hunting. Missions orders are sent and scrambled “CO's Eyes Only”.

CTOHebert:
CO:  Sir, No problems on any of the internal ship bandwidths.  We all clean.

CSO_Wilk:
XO: All sensors are green across the board, commander ::smiles::

CMO_Cole:
::arrives in sickbay and looks around::  Self:  Late again.. tisk tisk.

CMO_Cole:
::walks towards the nurses stand and checks the days appointments::

CO_Vid:
::Looks at PADD and uncodes orders::

FCO_Dario:
COMM: SB OPS: Copied. Thank you, starbase.

Midge:
::wants to go in and explore, but too many people around, so sits and waits for a bit::

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Thank you Lt.

FCO_Dario:
CO: We're ready for departure, sir

TO_Alex:
CTO: Security systems are online

EO_Cerdan:
::Steps off turbolift::

XO_Sirach:
::walks over to the tactical station very sternly::

CO_Vid:
FCO: lay in a course for Federation Comm Buoy 14 in sector 39. Set speed at warp5:

CTOHebert:
:: nod :: Looks good, Now what you want to do?  This my shift, I am guessing that makes you off duty.

SB_OPS:
@::goes back to paperwork and sighs ::

MO_Telia:
::exits the lift, and runs to sickbay, enters::Cole: Ens. Telia reporting for duty, sir.

XO_Sirach:
CTO: When there is a free moment I need to have a word with you

EO_Cerdan:
::Enters main engineering:: Staff report.

FCO_Dario:
CO: Aye. 

CSO_Wilk:
::turns back to the science station and runs a routine internal sensor sweep::

CTOHebert:
TO: ::whisper:: never mind, I knew this was coming... take over Tactical.

FCO_Dario:
:: sets course for Relay Station 14. Sector 39. Warp 5 ::

CTOHebert:
XO: Aye, Sir.  Now is good...

Midge:
::keeps watching::

TO_Alex:
::performs the usual diagnostics on the weapons and shields::

TO_Alex:
CTO:Aye

FCO_Dario:
:: Starts 1/4 impulse power ::

EO_Cerdan:
*CTO* All systems online and ready at your order.

CMO_Cole:
Telia:  So nice of you to join us Ensign..  Why don’t you proceed with that morgue inspection I was talking about... Make sure all the cryo tubes are functional.

CTOHebert:
:: walks over to the newly Lt. Com. ::

TO_Alex:
::raises eyebrow to CTO as he walks away::

XO_Sirach:
CTO: ::looks around bridge to confirm nothing important is going on:: Okay, follow me to the ready room

CTOHebert:
*EO* That's affirm, Thanks Mr. Cerdan.

SB_OPS:
@::looks up and logs departure ::

Midge:
::wants to get a closer look, and decides to try and find a better vantage point::

EO_Cerdan:
*CTO* Thank you sir

Kris:
ACTION: THE USS GANYMEDE LEAVES THE STARBASE AND AS SOON AS IT IS CLEAR, GOES TO WARP.

XO_Sirach:
::walks into the observation lounge::

CTOHebert:
:: nods, and follows Lt. Com. Sirach to the Ready Room ::

MO_Telia:
::quickly goes to station and starts to work:: Cole:  Aye, sir     ::thinks, I knew it::

Midge:
::backs up to the last junction, and tries a different path::

EO_Cerdan:
:: Checks all systems again::

FCO_Dario (Sound - warp_out.wav):
:: Warp course 5, active ::

CTOHebert:
:: nods, and follows Lt. Com. Sirach to the observation lounge::

CSO_Wilk:
::monitors long range sensors for any anomalies::

CTOHebert:
:: enters Observation lounge ::

CMO_Cole:
Telia:  Oh and Ensign,  try to be here on time... But if you cant,  perhaps we can arrange your duty shift to a more convenient time slot.

XO_Sirach:
CO: I'll be right back, I need to speak with the CTO

EO_Cerdan:
::Notes impulse power engaged::

FCO_Dario:
:: increases Injector's freq, and Deflector amps ::

CO_Vid:
OPS: Commander Long Range Sensors readings?:

CEOBishop:
::awakens in his quarters after a horrible nightmare and realizes he overslept::

CTOHebert:
:: stands at Observation lounge window looking at starts ::

TO_Alex:
::diagnostics have run and show that all systems are functioning within normal parameters::

Midge:
::finds a lower duct, hidden behind a console in Engineering, and waits, considering if its worth the chance of revealing her presence::

MO_Telia:
::is surprised by the CMO's attitude:: Cole:  Sir, it won't happen again.  Thank you for the offer.

CSO_Wilk:
XO: Sir, permission to leave the bridge?  I need to check on some equipment I requested before leaving

XO_Sirach:
CSO: Granted, be back as soon as possible, and I mean quick

CSO_Wilk:
XO: Acknowledged, sir.

XO_Sirach:
::walks into observation lounge...makes sure door seals behind him::

Midge:
:: sees the personnel activity in the area::

CO_Vid:
FCO: ETA?:

FCO_Dario:
CO/XO: Time of arrival, 5 minutes left

CSO_Wilk:
::enters the turbolift::  Cargo bay 3

CTOHebert:
:: feels stomach a little queasy ::

CTOHebert:
:: starts to pace as he looks out at the stars ::

MO_Telia:
::turns to Cole:: CMO: You seem... different.  Is everything ok?

EO_Cerdan:
::Checks Warp core readings a third time::

Midge:
::hears her stomach growling, and recalls that she found a mess hall in her travels here, and decides to backtrack::

CEOBishop:
::since he sleeps in his uniform he quickly jogs down to Engineering::

XO_Sirach:
CTO: Face forward at attention

CTOHebert:
:: Stands at attention ::

CSO_Wilk:
::exits the turbolift and walks into the cargo bay and looks around for his equipment::

CMO_Cole:
Telia:  Everything’s fine... Just a little butterflies in the stomach....

CTOHebert:
XO: Sorry, sir, Didn't here you come in.

Midge:
::makes her way back through the ductwork, and finds the mess hall::

CTOHebert:
:: sweat forms on his brow ::

CEOBishop:
::enters the engine room::

Midge:
:;notices it is fairly deserted, and decides to brave it::

CSO_Wilk:
::notices a crate left open::  That's odd...

XO_Sirach:
CTO: ::being stern:: I'm not pleased with what I witnessed on the Starbase, and what others witnessed

CEOBishop:
::straightens uniform:: EO: Report

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Welcome chief.

MO_Telia:
::studies Cole for a moment... notices something new:: Cole:  Congratulations on your promotion Lt.

CTOHebert:
:: looks at XO directly in his eyes ::

FCO_Dario (Sound - warp_in.wav):
:: now reaching Relay station 14 :: CO: Now entering Sector 39

CMO_Cole:
::glances at appointment chart:: Ens. Telia:  It seems that we have a slow day,  the Captain requested a few cursory exams to be run.  If they can make it in today,  You will assist me with the examination.

XO_Sirach:
CTO: The apology you sent out was appreciated but not full payment

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: All systems nominal,were at 1/4 imulse,warp drive ready.

CTOHebert:
:: nods ::

Midge:
::starts going through the mess hall stores::

CO_Vid:
OPS: Have we entered the sector yet?:

MO_Telia:
::turns back to the station, finishes the report:: CMO: Aye, sir.

CEOBishop:
EO:Thank you Cerdan, Anything unusual to report?

CMO_Cole:
Telia:  Thank you Ensign.  How was your shore leave?  ::leans against biobed::

CSO_Wilk:
::finds his requested equipment and logs them into a PADD then looks at the empty crate::

Midge:
::finds a few nibbles to stave off the hunger pains

XO_Sirach:
CTO: After thinking about your actions, and after speaking with witnesses I have decided some sort of punishment is necessary

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: Nothing yet, just came on,

XO_Sirach:
CTO: However, I don't want to take away from your duties, so...

CO_Vid:
FCO: Impulse power:

Midge:
::pockets a few goodies, and heads back to her hidey hole::

FCO_Dario:
CO: Full Impulse, sir?

XO_Sirach:
CTO: You will be given a three day suspension, but you will use this time to clean the photon torpedo tubes, and...

MO_Telia:
Cole: It was relaxing.  Too short as always though.  How was yours?  Meet any interesting people?

CTOHebert:
:: thinks 'and'? ::

Midge:
::crawls back into the duct, and pulls the cover back up behind her::

CSO_Wilk:
::scratches his chin::  Now why would the starbase send us an empty crate...

Midge:
::checks out her loot::

XO_Sirach:
CTO: you are to spend that time researching the affects of alcohol on various species that we encounter

TO_Alex:
CO: Internal sensors are picking up unauthorized personnel in the mess hall.

CTOHebert:
XO: Aye, Sir.

CMO_Cole:
Telia: My mother was on the Station ::sighs::  Is it just me or as we get older are we more and more uncomfortable around our parents?

CO_Vid:
FCO: Reduce to 1/4 impulse:

XO_Sirach:
CTO: I then want you to debrief the Security Teams on what you have discovered and train them on how to react to a situation regarding alcohol

CTOHebert:
:: sweat begins to drip ::

TO_Alex:
CO: whoever it was is gone now..... seeing if I can find them

CMO_Cole:
Telia:  Oh, Excuse me one second... ::walks over towards his office::

CTOHebert:
:: nods :: Aye, Sir.

FCO_Dario:
CO: 1/4 impulse power. We're closing to the buoy.

MO_Telia:
Cole:  I wouldn't know...  Of course.  ::watches him walk to the office::

Midge:
::pockets her goodies again, and starts crawling deeper into the duct, planning to savor her plunder in safety::

XO_Sirach:
CTO: I'm hoping this will show you the negative side it has, and you will also be able to teach others how to handle this. Do you understand your punishment?

CEOBishop:
EO:Well then, if you don’t mind being in charge a few minutes longer I'm going to inspect the EPS conduits, You can never trust those starbase techs not to mess things up

CMO_Cole:
*CTO Hebert,  CEO Bishop*  This is Doctor Cole, by the Captains order, you both have examinations today, please report to sickbay at your earliest convenience. Thank you.  Cole out.

CTOHebert:
XO: Aye, Sir, Yes, Sir.

CSO_Wilk:
::shrugs then turns back to leave the cargo bay::

CTOHebert:
:: doesn't respond to communication ::

TO_Alex:
::sends security to check out the mess hall::

CEOBishop:
::shudders at the comm signal:: Well he can wait, I'll be back in an hour

XO_Sirach:
CTO: The three days are to be taken in sequence when it is appropriate to do so. At the end of each day I want a report on my desk regarding what you did for that day. This is not a vacation

CSO_Wilk:
::enters a turbolift::  Bridge

XO_Sirach:
CTO: Any questions?

CO_Vid:
OPS: how close are we to the buoy?:

CTOHebert:
XO:  No, Sir. None.

EO_Cerdan:
CEO: No problem Chief, everything's good for now.

Midge:
::settles in a corner of the ductway, and starts munchin' out::

MO_Telia:
::enters the pathology lab while the CMO is in his office, begins inventorying the cryo tubes::

CSO_Wilk:
::exits the turbolift and walks onto the bridge::

CEOBishop:
::nods to the EO and crawls into the jeffries tube::

CMO_Cole:
::frowns at lack of response and walks back into sickbay, making a mental note to track them down if they don’t report promptly::

CO_Vid:
FCO: all engines stop:

FCO_Dario (Sound - engines-all_stop.wav):
:: Stops the ship as the Ganymede gets closer to the buoy ::

TO_Alex:
::security team reports open storage containers and open refrigerator door::

EO_Cerdan:
::Notices impulse engines go down::

FCO_Dario:
CO: All stop, sir

CO_Vid:
TO: Retrieve and strip the buoy and bring the data to my ready room:

XOSirach:
*CMO* The CTO is occupied, I will send him when he is done here

CMO_Cole:
*XO* Yes sir, thank you sir.

Midge:
::finishes off her snack, and sits back, wondering how soon Ganymede will get to a port where she can sneak off again::

XOSirach:
CTO: Now, any questions?

CEOBishop:
::has a feeling that the doctor is getting perturbed::*CMO*:I'll be up as soon as I finish some diagnostics

TO_Alex:
CO: Aye sir

CTOHebert:
XO:  No, Sir.

CO_Vid:
*Sirach*: You have the bridge I'll be in the ready room:

CMO_Cole:
::walks out near the morgue::  Telia:  Why don’t you worry about that latter,  please set up the exam rooms for me.  We will be running a complete examination.

XOSirach:
*CO*: Understood, I'll be right out

CTOHebert:
:: hears communication ::

CMO_Cole:
*CEO*  Thank you Lt.

TO_Alex:
::retrieves the buoy ::

CO_Vid:
::Enters ready room and awaits the data from buoy:

XOSirach:
CTO: Dismissed, report to sickbay, but make sure someone is at tactical before you leave

CTOHebert:
XO: Yes, Sir.

Midge:
::with full tummy, decides to nap a bit::

CSO_Wilk:
::turns to gaze at the viewscreen and ponders what the mission will be::

MO_Telia:
::nods to the CMO:: Cole:  Aye, sir  ::walks to exam room 1 and begins setting up the trays::

TO_Alex:
::strips it and downloads the data::

CTOHebert:
:: begins to leave the observation lounge, and turns :: XO:  Thank you, Sir.

CO_Vid:
*OPS*: Maintain scans of sector:

XOSirach:
CTO: Just don't let it happen again, that's an order

OPS_Rhian:
CAPT:  Aye

CTOHebert:
XO: Yes, Sir.  It won't. :: walks to the bridge ::

EO_Cerdan:
::Closes hatch after the chief::

CMO_Cole:
::walks over to a wash station and cleans the dust from the Starbase off his hands, places his gloves down on a tray and leaves the tray in the exam room::

CO_Vid:
*Fco*:Keep the ship at station keeping:

TO_Alex:
*CO* :Transferring the data directly to your Ready Room

XOSirach:
::stands in the observation lounge as the CTO exits, has never enjoyed that part...but it is a part of the job::

CTOHebert:
*ALEX* Where are you?  I need you back on the bridge?

CEOBishop:
::decides to head forward and work his way aft::

FCO_Dario:
*CO: Aye, Captain

CO_Vid:
*TO*:Acknowledged:

XOSirach:
::allows himself to return to his normal self and then enters the bridge::

XOSirach:
ALL: Report

OPS_Rhian:
::continuing sector scans::

XOSirach:
::takes a seat in the XO's chair::

CO_Vid:
::watches PADD as data streams across screen::

CTOHebert:
Alex:  Take my station, I have to report to Sickbay.  If you have to leave, have someone take the console.

TO_Alex:
CTO:Aye

Midge:
::wakes up, thinking it isn't safe to sleep, she's not in a safe area::

XOSirach:
::looks up from his PADD::

CMO_Cole:
::looks around at sickbay, making sure that everything is in order after Starbase cleaned up the mess....  Makes sure everything is in order::

CO_Vid:
:: Not at all happy with what I'm seeing::

XOSirach:
ALL: Let me repeat myself, would all departments please report

MO_Telia:
::replaces the damp gloves with clean dry ones.::::mutters::Self:  when will he learn to dry his hands.

CEOBishop:
::begins scanning the EPS conduit and begins working his way aft::

TO_Alex:
::security reports an open vent in the mess hall::

EO_Cerdan:
::Checks supply manifest from starbase::

FCO_Dario:
XO: We are at Relay Station 14. Sector 39

CTOHebert:
:: walks to the TL :: Sick-Bay

OPS_Rhian:
XO:  All systems nominal.  Sector scans reveal nothing of interest.

CTOHebert (Sound - Turbolift.wav):

XOSirach:
FCO: Thank you

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Science reports no changes, sir

XOSirach:
OPS: Thank you

Midge:
::considers the paths she's taken, and decides to try a new one::

CTOHebert:
:: begins to walk to sick-bay ::

XOSirach:
CSO: Thank you

TO_Alex:
::orders them to investigate all vents leading from the mess hall::

CO_Vid:
::decides to listen to Midnight Serenade by tapping the audio on the Olbrun plaque to soothe my nerves::

CEOBishop:
::hears some shuffling around the corner::

XOSirach:
ALL: ::grins:: there, was that so painful? ::laughs quietly::

CTOHebert:
*COLE* I am on my way to sickbay.

CMO_Cole:
*CTO* Good!  I’m all ready for you....

Midge:
::finds her way into the ductworks around crew quarters::

CMO_Cole:
::walks into Exam room::  Telia:  Well ill be darned... One of them is actually arriving...  Ok lets get ourselves ready, ::puts on gloves::

CSO_Wilk:
::watches the science station reveal the inner workings of space as data flowing across a screen::

CTOHebert:
:: enters sick-bay ::

CO_Vid:
::I don't believe Starfleet wants us t return there::

EO_Cerdan:
*XO* Engineering here,Allpower system at 90 + % ,backup systems available.

CTOHebert:
:: looks around, and sees no one... ::

MO_Telia:
::nods:: CMO:  The equipment is ready Doctor.

CMO_Cole:
Michael: Ah Michael, good to see you.  If you will step right in here, and take a lie down on the Biobed, we will get started ::gestures to exam room::

CTOHebert:
:: begins to back out of sick-bay ::

CO_Vid:
:: We haven't gotten over the last episode in that sector::

CEOBishop:
::begins following the sound::To sound:Hello crewman report

TO_Alex:
::Security reports signs of an intruder::

CTOHebert:
:: sees Cole :: Aye.

CMO_Cole:
Michael:: I don’t think so ::gets in between him and the doors::

Midge:
::peers through the panel, into living quarters; sees no one::

CTOHebert:
:: walks to the exam room ::

CTOHebert:
:: kinda drags his feet ::

XOSirach:
EO: thank you

Midge:
::decides to see what's in here, and opens the panel, dropping with a thud to the floor::

MO_Telia:
CTO: Lt. Hebert, how are you feeling today?  ::smiles::

CMO_Cole:
CTO:  Just take a nice lie down.. This will only be a cursory exam, so no need for you to get changed.

CTOHebert:
Cole:  You wouldn't by any chance have that female doc. on the Hayden with you eh?

CTOHebert:
:: smiles ::

TO_Alex:
::initiates an extensive internal scan of the ship at the report from security::

FCO_Dario:
:: moves to the replicator :: Replicator: Coffee, 2 of sugar. Hot.

Midge:
::starts poking around, picking up knickknacks, grimacing at the poor taste of the inhabitant::  Hmmmph, nothing worth lifting here........

CMO_Cole:
Michael: Nice try... we saw how well that worked....

FCO_Dario (Sound - replicator.wav):

CTOHebert:
Telia:  I am all right... Thank you. Just a bit nervous.

CTOHebert:
::laughs at Cole ::

FCO_Dario:
:: takes out a cup of coffee and drinks ::

CEOBishop:
::finds himself crawling toward the crew quarters::

MO_Telia:
CTO: ::whispers:: Don't worry, he's in a chipper mood today.  There's no reason to be nervous.

CTOHebert:
Telia: I am not fond of doctors.

Midge:
::wanders around::

CO_Vid:
:: Trying to listen to the music in the background to help overcome the nausea this message brings::

CTOHebert:
:: chuckles ::

CMO_Cole:
:: pick up tricorder::  Telia:  Please close the sensor bridge...  And begin with a detailed scan of all areas where the implants were removed.

CTOHebert:
:: sits on bed :: Here doc?

MO_Telia:
CTO:  I hope that we can change that today  ::smiles::

CSO_Wilk:
::exits the bridge into the turbolift::  CSO's office

Midge:
::opens the dresser drawers, rummages a bit, knowing people often hide jewels in their underwear, finds nothing::

CMO_Cole:
::hooks Michael into the sensor board.. it begins beeping with his life signs::  Hebert: Right there, just lie down .

FCO_Dario:
:: leaves the cup on the replicator and heads to the head room ::

MO_Telia:
::closes the sensor bridge and begins the scan:: CTO: That's fine Mr. Hebert

XOSirach:
::sitting in his chair reviewing reports::

CO_Vid:
:: Do they really think we can do what we weren't able to before?:

CSO_Wilk:
::exits the turbolift and walks to his office::

TO_Alex:
XO: There is an intruder in your quarters according to internal scans

Midge:
::::turns away, leaving the drawers partly open, their contents rumpled::

EO_Cerdan:
::Checks emergency bypass relays to backup systems::

XOSirach:
TO: What?! Excuse me?

TO_Alex:
XO: I am sending security teams now

XOSirach:
TO: Good

XOSirach:
::stands up and walks over to tactical::

CEOBishop:
::shakes his head and mutters to self:: must be some phantom memories

CSO_Wilk:
::looks around in amazement to see how quickly he allowed it to get disheveled::

FCO_Dario:
:: gets out of the head room :: This should be better now :: heads back to the Flight control panel ::

XOSirach:
TO: Sound the intruder alert, and go to red alert

TO_Alex:
::alerts all security to the intruder onboard::

MO_Telia:
CTO: It looks like the implant sites are healing well.  Have you been taking it easy?

Midge:
::goes over to the desk, and sees the computer console::

CTOHebert:
COLE: I have to go... that is the only call I have to report for...

Midge:
::smiles slightly::

TO_Alex:
::sounds Intruder Alert::

CTOHebert:
Telia: Not really...

OPS_Rhian (Sound - alert.wav):

XOSirach:
*CO* We have an intruder

CMO_Cole:
::picks up hypo spray:: Michael: This is a minorly radioactive compound.  It will allow sensors to read your heart systems.

CSO_Wilk:
::notices the alert and reaches for a phaser in his desk::

XOSirach:
TO: Don't forget the red alert

CO_Vid:
:: comes out of revelry by the sound of the alert:: *XO*:Status?:

CMO_Cole:
CTO: I was under the impression that you were off duty Lt?

FCO_Dario (Sound - intalt8.wav):

TO_Alex:
XO:Aye Sir

CTOHebert:
*TO* Where?  I am in Sick-bay?

XOSirach:
CO: Apparently there is an intruder in my quarters

CEOBishop:
::hears the alert klaxon and pull his sidearm::

TO_Alex:
::takes the ship to Red Alert::

EO_Cerdan:
::Hears intruder alert:: Ok, everyone to your stations,intuder on board,

OPS_Rhian:
TAC/CAPT:  All stations answer Red Alert..

XOSirach:
CO: We've gone to red alert and have sent a security team to investigate

CTOHebert (Sound - Alert.wav):
*INTRUDER ALEART*

CTOHebert:
COLE: I will be back later.

CO_Vid:
*XO:*: I'm on my way out go see to it:

FCO_Dario:
:: hears the Red Alert klaxon and his panel goes to Full Enable mode ::

CSO_Wilk:
::quickly leaves his office to head for the bridge::

Midge:
::looks at the keyboard, and tries to resist the urge to break into the computer::

EO_Cerdan:
::Starts secondary scan of Engineering::

CTOHebert:
:: stands up ::

FCO_Dario:
:: Now what? ::

XOSirach:
*CO* Aye sir

MO_Telia:
::closes the sensors:: CTO: We'll leave the room set up, report back at your earliest convenience.

CO_Vid:
::Hurtles through Ready room doors:

CTOHebert:
:: nods ::

CMO_Cole:
::sees read alert:: Michael: Dismissed.  Telia:  Have all sickbay staff report in, begin setting up trauma stations,  Bring sickbay to alert readiness.

XOSirach:
::grabs a type III phaser and heads toward the TL::

Midge:
::tells self, "If I do it, they'll be able to trace me"::

CEOBishop:
::continues back along his path and notice the vent to Sirach’s quarters are open::

CSO_Wilk:
::runs to the science station and begins scanning the ship::

CTOHebert:
:: starts to run toward the TL, sick-bay doors barely open in time ::

CMO_Cole:
::walks over to console and recalls all medical staff::

XOSirach:
TL: Deck 8

EO_Cerdan:
*Bridge* Engineering secured.

CTOHebert:
*ALEX* Where at???

TO_Alex:
*CTO* XO's Quarters

CTOHebert:
:: takes his phaser and turns it on stun ::

CTOHebert:
*TO* Aye, Hebert Out.

CMO_Cole:
::watches his people stream in and take station::

CTOHebert:
TL: Deck 8.

CO_Vid:
*Eng*: Acknowledged:

CTOHebert (Sound - Turbolift.wav):

CSO_Wilk:
::follows the reports coming in from security::

Midge:
::realizes she's compromised her presence already, and heads back to the duct::

CMO_Cole:
*CO* Sickbay standing at full alert sir.

CTOHebert:
:: gets out on Deck 8 and runs to the XO’s quarters ::

FCO_Dario (Sound - intalt8.wav):

CO_Vid:
*CTO*: do you have a fix on the intruder?:

CTOHebert:
*XO* Where are you located, sir?

XOSirach:
::arrives at quarters and opens his door, phaser in hand, security following::

MO_Telia:
::straightens up the exam room and reports to station::

CSO_Wilk:
XO:  Recommend locking out computer controls, sir

EO_Cerdan:
::Sets up force field around engineering::

CTOHebert:
*CO* Not, At the moment, I am arriving at the site now.

Midge:
::jumps up, trying to catch the edge of the duct shaft in her hand::

XOSirach:
*CTO* Just entered my quarters, security is right behind me

CEOBishop:
::notices the stowaway heading back for the vent and levels his phaser::

CTOHebert:
:: arrives into the quarters ::

CO_Vid:
OPS: Scan for other ships in the area:

XOSirach:
::hears jumping::

Midge:
::just grabs it with two fingers::

Kris:
<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>


